
The anesthesia stand that  
keeps everything right at hand.
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The first and only 
anesthesia stand to 
safely and securely  

keep all supplies where 
they’re needed…

…can also be
one of your best 

weapons in
combatting infections.

The Value of

Of all the many safety 
and security features 

Anestand offers,  
perhaps the single 
greatest is how it  

helps health systems to 
lower HAIs.

Anestand can
provide value in safety,

compliance, and
convenience.

As soon as you use it,
you’ll wonder how
you ever managed

without it.
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HAI FACTS: 

√  Every single day, 1 in 3 hospitals will have a 

patient acquire an HAI.

√  Studies show a lack of compliance with hub 

disinfection, even though hub contamination 

is a known cause of HAIs.

√  Infections are drastically lowered by 

disinfecting IV hubs.

ANESTAND FACTS:

√  A small investment could help in compliance, 

save time and quickly pay for itself.

√  By having supplies and medications 

organized and easily available with IV port 

ready, Anestand aids in patient safety. 

√  The bottom line: Anestand could help 

prevent costly infections and save money by 

helping anesthesia providers save OR time.

Having IV port ready for site alcohol scrub 

makes disinfection (and compliance) easier 

— Anestand keeps your IV port ready for 

scrubbing.

By keeping medications immediately available 

and infusion ports clearly defined Anestand 

provides additional safety.

By keeping supplies immediately available, 

Anestand helps make RSI (rapid sequence 

inductions) safe.

During COVID, Anestand assists anesthesia 

providers as an extra pair of hands, while 

other healthcare personnel are being asked to 

keep distance from the airway.

CDC, JCAHO, SHEA, and other organizations 

require cleaning the port with every injection 

— Anestand helps your facility and providers 

comply with these regulations.

Patients with an HAI stay 19 additional days, 

or $11.2 million in HAI treatment and/or lost 

revenue.  —  For a small fixed cost your faciliy 

could get a large return on investment.

Keeping supplies organized on a tray may 

prevent dropped items and reduce replacement 

costs —  Anestand makes it far easier to keep 

supplies organized and right at hand.

The facts about
hospital acquired infections

(HAI) are among the best

reasons to use Anestand.

Provider Benefits.

Anestand can help 
health systems save lives, lower 
costs and improve compliance.

 All at the same time.
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